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CRIV SHEET SUMMARIES: A REVIEW OF AALS  
PROGRAMMING
ASHLEY AMES AHLBRAND
INTERIM DIRECTOR, JEROME HALL LAW LIBRARY 
INDIANA UNIVERSITY MAURER SCHOOL OF LAW
MEASURING SCHOLARLY IMPACT: ARE CITATION METRICS THE RIGHT FIT 
FOR LAW SCHOOLS?
Panelists: Janet Sinder, Brooklyn Law School; Shane Marmion, HeinOnline; Bonnie Schucha, University of Wis-
consin; Gregory Mitchell, University of Virginia; Gregory Sisk, University of St. Thomas 
The Annual Meeting of the Association of American 
Law Schools (AALS) was held January 2-5, 2020, 
in Washington, DC. While a number of programs 
were ticketed as “hot topics,” the loudest buzz, by 
far, seemed to pertain to the new HeinOnline-US 
News partnership to create a scholarly impact rank-
ing based on faculty citation metrics in Hein’s Law 
Journal Library. Several programs at the meeting 
revolved around this new measure. The AALS Hot 
Topic Program on the new ranking, held Friday 
morning, was so popular that even standing room 
only filled up, and several of us were left in the 
hallway. I am told the session was recorded, for those 
who would like to listen. Fortunately, the section on 
Law Libraries & Legal Information held a follow-up 
program, “Measuring Scholarly Impact: Are Ci-
tation Metrics the Right Fit for Law Schools?” on 
Saturday, January 4th. Janet Sinder moderated a 
panel that consisted of Shane Marmion from Hei-
nOnline, Gregory Mitchell from the University of 
Virginia (UVA), Bonnie Schucha from the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin (UW), and Gregory Sisk from the 
University of St. Thomas. The panelists discussed the 
new scholarly impact ranking and the likely impact it 
could have on law faculties. 
Marmion gave an overview of Hein’s Author Profiles 
and the citation data they provide, as well as a preview of 
enhancements to come, including a portal that librarians 
will be able to use to better interact with their institution’s 
author profiles. Sisk discussed his research on citation 
metrics and compared and contrasted his Sisk-Leiter 
ranking to the planned U.S. News impact ranking. 
Mitchell, a professor at UVA, identified several poten-
tial issues with the implementation of this new ranking. 
First, there is a concern that the rankings can be manip-
ulated through increased self-citation and the creation of 
“citation cartels,” where certain groups of faculty cite each 
other disproportionately more than others, even at the 
expense of citing to more relevant content. Another prob-
lem that may arise is that of representation, where schools 
may look for ways to remove low-cited faculty from their 
measured faculty lists or look for ways to create tenuous 
relationships with highly-ranked scholars in order to add 
them to their faculty lists and boost their overall impact 
ranking. 
Schucha rounded out the discussion by relaying a study 
she conducted of UW faculty’s scholarly impact, concluding 
that the HeinOnline data woefully underrepresents the 
scholarship of Wisconsin’s faculty, who, like many institu-
tions, tout themselves as being largely interdisciplinary. She 
then conducted a separate study of the faculty, pulling in 
additional non-law journal data from Web of Science and 
Google Scholar, and found this to be much more represen-
tative. 
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LAW SCHOOL RANKINGS: A CONVERSATION AND Q&A WITH ROBERT 
MORSE AND KELLYE TESTY
The rankings conversation resumed again on Sunday, 
with a Law School Admission Council Program that 
offered a broader sweep of the law school rankings, but 
the open audience questions again focused primarily on 
this new scholarly impact ranking. When asked about 
the motivation behind the new ranking, Morse stated 
that the metric would be important to students; when he 
was pressed further on this, however, he noted that they 
had not surveyed students or other consumers, and had 
not conducted any other research to support this notion. 
Rather, as he indicated in a statement at the time the 
new metric was first announced, U.S. News views this 
as another means of measuring the quality of a law 
school’s faculty, and “[p]rospective students are looking 
for schools with the highest quality law school faculty 
who are making an impact in legal academia and the 
law.” There has been strong reaction to this new rank-
ing since it was first announced, particularly around 
how to accurately measure ‘impact’, which seems, at 
best, only partially measured by mere citation counts. 
Regardless of your thoughts on the new metric, the first 
iteration of this ranking is expected to be released some-
time this year. With that inevitability, I think we can 
expect this hot topic to remain hot for quite some time.
TURNING FEE INTO FREE: STRATEGIES AND SUCCESS IN  
DEMOCRATIZING ACCESS TO LAW
Panelists: Todd Melnick, Fordham University School of Law; Tom Gaylord, Northwestern University Pritzker 
School of Law; Adam Ziegler, Harvard Law School; Rebecca Williams, DC Legal Hackers; Kirsten Gullickson, 
Office of the Clerk, U.S. House of Representatives; Barbara Bavis, Law Library of Congress 
The section on Law Libraries and Legal Information’s 
final program of the meeting was held Sunday after-
noon. “Turning Fee into Free: Strategies and Success in 
Democratizing Access to Law” touched on another hot 
topic in law libraries: open access (to justice). Panelists 
ranged from academic law libraries to government 
offices to legal hackers, each with a fee-to-free story to 
share. Barbara Bavis from the Law Library of Congress 
spoke about the latest enhancements to Congress.gov. 
Kirsten Gullickson, from the Office of the Clerk to the 
U.S. House of Representatives spoke about uscode.
house.gov and USLM, the mark-up language they use 
to make the U.S. Code more accessible. Adam Ziegler 
of Harvard Law’s Innovation Lab discussed several of 
their ongoing projects, including Perma.cc and Har-
vard’s case law digitization efforts. Tom Gaylord 
from Northwestern discussed an ongoing project and 
partnership they are involved in to make PACER re-
cords accessible and discoverable for researchers. Todd 
Melnick from Fordham Law rounded out the panel, 
discussing his library’s efforts to support a project to 
make parole records traceable and discoverable. 
The panelists emphasized the importance of supporting 
these types of projects, and the benefits they have for 
litigants, researchers, and beyond. Discussion from the 
audience highlighted one critical issue to address when 
tackling this type of project: privacy. How do we bal-
ance the need to protect parties’ privacy with our push 
for open access? Melnick, for instance, noted that they 
carefully redact all parole documents in their project 
and create a unique code for each party in those doc-
uments. That way parties’ privacy remains intact, but 
researchers can still follow a distinct party anonymously 
through the parole process.
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